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I
n naturally occurring systems, RNA�
protein (RNP) complexes (e.g., the ribo-
some and spliceosome) play important

roles to modulate a variety of cellular
functions.1�3 For example, the ribosome is a
sophisticated RNP-based molecular machine
that catalyzes protein synthesis in all living
organisms.4 Specific RNP interactions and
protein-inducedRNAconformational changes
are important for the construction of func-
tional RNP molecules in many cases.5�7 How-
ever, the development of functional RNP
nanostructures and direct observation of na-
tive RNP interaction (e.g., without chemical
or fluorescent labeling) at high resolution
remains a challenge. Thus, we aimed to con-
struct and visualize functional RNP nano-
structures in which the RNA-binding protein
specifically regulates the RNA conformation.
Recently, DNA-based molecular nanomac-

hines8,9 have been designed and constructed

to control biochemical reactions in vitro10,11

and manipulate living cells.12�15 In addition
to DNA-based machines,16 RNA nanostruc-
tures17�21 may provide alternative materials
with which to control target cell functions.
In principle, a synthetic RNA can have multi-
ple functions outside (e.g., cell detection) and
inside cells (e.g., gene expression control) by
inserting functional modules into the RNA
scaffold.22�27 Several synthetic RNA nano-
structures have been constructed to control
gene expression and function of mammalian
cells.28�30 However, development of protein-
controlled RNA nanostructures, in which
functional protein modules can be precisely
placed in nanometer-scale on the RNA scaf-
fold to control functions in targetmammalian
cells remains elusive. To expand the function-
ality andmodularity of RNP nanostructures, it
is important to directly and precisely observe
the designed nanostructures in solution.
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ABSTRACT Molecular machines composed of RNA�protein (RNP) complexes may

expand the fields of molecular robotics, nanomedicine, and synthetic biology.

However, constructing and directly visualizing a functional RNP nanostructure to

detect and control living cell function remains a challenge. Here we show that RNP

nanostructures with modular functions can be designed and visualized at single-RNP

resolution in real time. The RNP structural images collected in solution through high-

speed atomic force microscopy showed that a single RNP interaction induces a

conformational change in the RNA scaffold, which supports the nanostructure

formation designed. The specific RNP interaction also improved RNA nanostructure

stability in a serum-containing buffer. We developed and visualized functional RNPs (e.g., to detect human cancer cells or knockdown target genes) by

attaching a protein or RNA module to the same RNA scaffold of an optimal size. The synthetic RNP architecture may provide alternative materials to detect

and control functions in target mammalian cells.

KEYWORDS: RNA . RNA�protein interaction . RNP nanostructures . RNA nanotechnology . high-speed atomic force microscopy .
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We can evaluate the RNP architecture design in vitro

and then optimize their functions for cellular applica-
tions by using the appropriate RNPs.
In this study, we designed and directly visualized the

formation of RNP nanostructures in solution at a single-
RNP-interaction resolution (Figure 1, top and bottom
center). Direct imaging of the RNP interaction showed
that the RNA scaffold shape was regulated dynamically
by the RNA-binding protein. In addition, we designed
and observed the functional RNP nanoarchitecture
for mammalian cell applications (Figure 1, bottom left
and right). We developed two functional RNP nano-
structures: one facilitated binding and detection
for a specific breast cancer cell line, and the other
modulated gene expression in cells. The RNP can be
designed in a modular manner by incorporating a
functional protein or RNA module into the same RNA
scaffold of an optimal size and improved stability via

the tight RNP interaction. This is a promising method
for generating functional RNP nanostructures for future
therapeutic applications.

RESULTS

Direct Observation of Synthetic RNPNanostructures in Solution.
We previously designed and constructed synthetic
RNP nanostructures with an equilateral triangle shape
(Tri-RNP) using the ribosomal protein L7Ae and the
kink-turn (K-turn) RNA motif responsible for binding.31

L7Ae tightly interacts with the K-turn and induces a
conformational change in the K-turn RNA, which bends
by approximately 60�.5,32�34 Taking advantage of the
strong and specific interaction, in the present study,
weusedour Tri-RNP systemas abasicmolecular scaffold
upon which to assemble protein or RNA modules
and generate functional RNP nanostructures. We first
designed and constructed the synthetic Tri-RNPs
with five different sizes, ranging from side lengths of
approximately 14 to 34 nm (Supporting Information
Figures S1�S5). We incorporated three K-turn RNA
motifs into the three vertices of our triangular nano-
structures. One side of each triangle was designed with
15, 26, 48, 70, and 92 base pairs of dsRNAs comprising
L-RNAand S-RNA. The LS-RNAs formed are referred to as
LS-15, LS-26, LS-48, LS-70, and LS-92. We expected that
the L7Ae-K-turn interactions at the three vertices would
facilitate the formation of triangular structures with five
different sizes, referred to as Tri-15, Tri-26, Tri-48, Tri-70,
and Tri-92, which correspond to the side lengths of 13.7,
16.7, 22.6, 28.5, and 34.4 nm, respectively. Accordingly,
we prepared the LS-RNAs and analyzed the L7Ae-LS-
RNA interactions using an electrophoretic mobility shift
assay (EMSA) (Supporting Information Figure S6a�e). As
expected, we observed the corresponding L7Ae-LS-RNA
interactions in all of the designed constructs.

Next, we directly visualized the RNP nanostructures
in solution. We previously analyzed the triangular RNPs
(Tri-26 and Tri-48) through conventional atomic force
microscopy (AFM).31 However, it remains a challenge
to visualize the RNP nanostructures at single-RNP-
interaction resolution. Our previous studies also ana-
lyzed the RNP nanostructures under air conditions,
under which it is difficult to observe the RNA confor-
mational changes both at high resolution and by time-
lapse imaging. Recently, state-of-the-art high-speed
AFM (HS-AFM)35 has been successfully used to capture
DNA and protein structures at high resolution.36�38

Thus, we used HS-AFM to analyze the RNP nanostruc-
tures and L7Ae-induced RNA conformational changes
in solution.

We first analyzed the LS-RNAs without L7Ae
(Figure 2a, bottom, �L7Ae). The LS-RNAs of the five
different sizes exhibited closed circular structures
composed of a dsRNA. The RNA-only structure shapes
in solution were heterogeneous, which indicates that
the LS-RNA structures were flexible without L7Ae,
which is consistent with previous reports.31 In contrast,
with L7Ae, we clearly observed equilateral triangular
nanostructures at a single-RNP-interaction resolution.
We detected three individually bound L7Ae proteins
as “dots” at the three vertices of the Tri-RNPs and a
triangular RNA scaffold “cavity” generated by the three
dsRNA sides (Figure 2a, top, þL7Ae). In addition, the
RNP triangular shapes were homogeneous compared
with the RNA-only structures, which confirms that the
L7Ae-K-turn interaction dynamically induces the RNA

Figure 1. Schematic description of synthetic RNP nano-
structure construction, direct imaging, and mammalian cell
applications. Synthetic RNP nanostructures can be de-
signed in silico (top). The shape and conformational change
of the RNP nanostructures in solution can be directly
visualized using HS-AFM in time-lapse at a high resolution
(bottommiddle). Functional RNPs that selectively recognize
target cells (bottom left) or control gene expression in cells
(bottom right) can also be constructed and visualized.
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conformational change in solution. The Tri-92 triangu-
lar shapes was relatively variable (e.g., the bent dsRNA
region) compared with the other samples, although
L7Ae interacted similarly with the three K-turnmotifs in
each LS-RNA construct (Figure 2a, top, and Supporting
Information Figure S6a�e). This observation may in-
dicate that the triangular formation of Tri-92 may be
unstable due to the longer length of its dsRNA.

To further confirm that the three L7Ae-K-turn inter-
actions are important for the formation of the triangular
nanostructures, we incorporated the mutated K-turn
motif into one, two, or three Tri-26 vertices (referred
to as Tri-26mut1, Tri-26mut2, and Tri-26mut3, respectively)
(Figure 2b). An analysis of the RNP interaction using
EMSA confirmed that our variants interacted with the
corresponding number of L7Ae (two, one, and zero,
respectively) (Supporting Information Figure S6f). As
expected, we directly observed the corresponding
number of RNP interactions on the RNA scaffold using
AFM. We observed either two, one, or zero L7Ae dots
on Tri-26mut1, Tri-26mut2, and Tri-26mut3, respectively,
with L7Ae (Figure 2b, top), whereas circular-shaped
LS-RNA structures were observed for all constructs in
the absence of L7Ae (Figure 2b, bottom). Statistical
analyses of the structures confirmed the expected
number of L7Ae-K-turn interactions on the designed

RNA scaffold (Supporting Information Figure S7). These
results confirm that three L7Ae-K-turn interactions at
the three vertices are indispensable for inducing trian-
gular RNP formation.

Detecting the RNP Interaction and RNA Conformational Change
by Time-Lapse Imaging. Next, we analyzed the protein-
induced RNA conformational change and triangular
nanostructure formation through successive HS-AFM
images. The RNA nanostructures composed of LS-26
were adsorbed onto a mica surface; an excessive level
of L7Ae was then added to monitor conformational
change in the RNA nanostructure. Interestingly, we su-
ccessfully monitored the RNP interaction and the L7Ae-
induced RNA conformational change through HS-AFM
(Figure 2c and Supporting Information Figure S8a and
movies S1 and S2). The time-lapse images show that
L7Ae directly induced a conformational change in each
of the three LS-26-K-turn RNA regions, which were
bent by approximately 60�, and dynamically trans-
formed the shape of the nanostructures from a flexible
circular form (LS-26) to a rigid triangular structure
(Tri-26) in a stepwise manner. In contrast, we also
observed a structural transition from the stable RNP
to the flexible circular RNA, which was facilitated by
protein dissociation from RNA (Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S8b). To our knowledge, this is the first

Figure 2. Direct observation of RNP nanostructures in solution using HS-AFM. (a) Direct visualization of the RNA and RNP
nanostructures with five different sizes (Tri-15, Tri-26, Tri-48, Tri-70, and Tri-92). The dsRNA regions are composed of two RNA
strands: L- and S-strandRNA (LS-RNA). The top two rowsof panels are theAFM images of 50 nMLS-RNAwith 300nML7Ae. The
bottom two rows of panels are 50 nM LS-RNAwithout L7Ae. The AFM images were acquired on two different scales (first and
third panels, 100 nm� 75 nm; second and fourth panels, 500 nm� 375 nm). (b) Effect of the number of K-turns on triangular
formation. One, two, or three defective K-turns were incorporated into the each Tri-26 vertex, which generated three Tri-26
mutant variants. AFM images of 50 nM LS-RNA with 300 nM L7Ae (top) or without L7Ae (bottom) are shown. AFM images
(100 nm� 75 nm). (c) Snapshots of the RNP nanostructure during successive HS-AFM analysis. A schematic illustration of the
L7Ae-inducedRNAconformational change is also shown. The corresponding imagewas extracted from the time-lapse images
(60 nm � 45 nm, see also Supporting Information Figure S8a and movies S1 and S2).
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example of a single RNP interaction and, thus, a protein-
induced RNA conformational change directly visualized
in solution and in a native state without any chemical or
fluorescent labeling.

Improved RNA Nanostructure Stability via Specific RNP Inter-
actions. Next, we analyzed the stability of the RNP nano-
structures in the presence of serum. Previous studies
reported that the RNA nanostructure stability was en-
hancedwithmodified nucleotides.19,29We investigated
whether the tight and specific RNP interaction would
also improve RNA stability. The RNP interactions on
the LS-26 scaffold enhanced the RNA nanostructure
stability in fetal bovine serum (FBS)-containing buffer
(Figure 3). Without L7Ae, LS-26 was immediately de-
graded in 30min in 20%FBS, whereas the three L7Ae-K-
turn interactions on the RNA scaffold (Tri-26) improved
RNA stability despite the absence of chemically mod-
ified RNA nucleotides. Tri-26mut3 did not improve RNA
stability with L7Ae (Supporting Information Figure S9a),
which indicates that the specific L7Ae-K-turn interaction
increased RNA stability. Similar results were observedwith
human serum (Supporting Information Figure S9b). These
results indicate that the RNP interaction improved RNA
nanostructure stability under physiological conditions
(e.g., in the presence of bovine or human serum).

Construction of Functional RNP Nanostructures That Can Bind
and Detect a Target Breast Cancer Cell Line. In principle, we
can place desired protein modules fused to L7Ae on
the RNA scaffold in nanometer-scale and optimize their
function and configuration. Thus, we first investigated
whether the triangular RNP nanostructures could be
used as scaffolds to maintain function of protein
modules that can bind and detect specific cancer cells
(Figure 4a,b). To design and construct such functional
RNPs that selectively recognize target breast cancer
cells and deliver the RNA scaffold to the cell surface, we
prepared an affibodyZHER2:342 peptide fused to L7Ae
(referred to here as L7Ae-AFB). The affibodyZHER2:342
interacts with the cell surface HER2 receptor on several
breast cancer cells with high affinity (KD = 22 pM) and

specificity.39,40 Accordingly, we designed triangular
RNPs with an LS-RNA region and L7Ae-AFB at three
vertices (referred to as Tri-AFB, Figure 4a). The Tri-AFB
should selectively bind and detect the target breast
cancer cell via the three AFB peptides on the RNA
triangular scaffold (Figure 4b). We investigated the
interaction between L7Ae-AFB and LS-26 and the
Tri-26-AFB structure in vitro. Using EMSAs, we con-
firmed that L7Ae-AFB bound the K-turnmotif similar to
the parental L7Ae-K-turn (Supporting Information Fig-
ure S10). We next analyzed the Tri-AFB structure in
solution through AFM. We confirmed that the triangu-
lar structures were maintained with L7Ae-AFB. We
directly observed three AFB peptides attached to the
three Tri-26 vertices (Figure 4c, white arrows), which
confirmed that the RNP nanostructure with functional
peptide modules was constructed as designed.

We next tested the Tri-AFB capacity for binding
at the target breast cancer cell surfaces. To screen
for an effective binder, we designed Tri-AFBs with five
different sizes and tested the interaction between
the Tri-AFBs and target breast cancer cell line SKBR3
(HER2-high positive cell). We added the Tri-AFBs with
Alexa-647-labeled LS-RNA to the cell culture medium
(Opti-MEM), which was incubated for 1 h, and tested
its cell-binding ability (Alexa-647-labeled RNA was
used to directly monitor the cell-binding ability of the
RNA nanostructures, Figure 4b). Flow cytometry anal-
ysis showed that, although each Tri-AFB interacted
with the SKBR3 cell surface, Tri-26-AFB recognized
the SKBR3 cells most effectively, whereas Tri-70-AFB
and Tri-92-AFB exhibited comparatively lower binding
(Figure 4d). Thereafter, we focused on Tri-26-AFB.

To investigate the capacity for selective cell recog-
nition of Tri-26-AFB, we next tested the interaction
between Tri-26-AFB and three different breast cancer
cell lines: the target SKBR3 and nontargets MCF-7
(HER2-low) and MDA-MB-231 (HER2-negative). Flow
cytometry and confocal microscopy analyses showed
that Tri-26-AFB selectively interacted with SKBR3 cells,
whereas it did not recognize MCF-7 and MDA-MB-
231 cells (Figure 4e,f and Supporting Information
Figure S11a�c). These findings suggest that the
interaction between Tri-26-AFB and HER2 on the cell
surface is responsible for selective SKBR3 cell recogni-
tion. Furthermore, we employed Tri-26mutant variants
(Tri-26mut1, Tri-26mut2, and Tri-26mut3) to investigate
the relationship between the number of AFB on the
RNA scaffold and the SKBR3 cells' binding ability. The
number of AFB on the RNA scaffold was positively
correlated with the cell-binding affinity (Figure 4g and
Supporting Information Figure S11d), which indicates
that increasing the number of AFB�HER2 interactions
on the same RNA scaffold may enhance recognition of
the target HER2. Together, these findings indicate that
the RNP nanostructures at an optimal size (e.g., Tri-26-
AFB) selectively and effectively recognize the target

Figure 3. Analysis of LS-RNA/Tri-RNP stabilities in the pre-
sence of serum. The LS-26/Tri-26 stabilities were analyzed
with FBS. LS-26 or Tri-26 was incubated with 20% FBS at
37 �C for 0, 30, 60, and 120 min.
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breast cancer cell receptor and can deliver the RNA
scaffold to the target cell surface.

We also investigated whether different shapes of
RNP nanostructures can be employed as an alternative

Figure 4. Selective recognition and detection of target cells using Tri-AFB nanostructures. (a) Position of the three AFBs fused
to three L7Ae on each vertex of Tri-26 is shown. AFB peptides and a flexible linker are shown as blue and gray, respectively.
(b) Schematic representation of Tri-AFB specific recognition and detection of the target cell. The Tri-AFB with Alexa-647-
labeled RNA selectively binds the cell surface HER2 receptors and detects target cells. (c) AFM images of LS-26 with (top) or
without L7Ae-AFB (bottom). AFM images (60 nm� 45 nm, left, and 300 nm� 225 nm, right). (d) Screening an effective Tri-AFB
to recognize SKBR3 cell. Tri-AFBs with five different sizes were analyzed for SKBR3 recognition using flow cytometer (see
SupplementaryMethods). The data are presented as themean( SD of triplicate experiments (n = 3). (e) Tri-26-AFB target cell
selectivity. Three breast cancer cell lines were used for the analysis. The cells were treated with 10 nM Tri-26-AFB or LS-26.
Target cell selectivity was analyzed using flow cytometry. The data are the mean ( SD of triplicate experiments (n = 3).
(f) Fluorescent microscopy analysis of Tri-26-AFB with the three cell lines. The cells were treated using the same procedure in
(e) and analyzed using confocalmicroscopy (see also Supporting Information Figure S11a,b). The scale bar indicates 20 μm. (g) Tri-
26mutant assays to investigate the relationshipbetween thenumberofAFBon theRNAscaffold and the cell-binding capacity. The
cells were treated with 10 nM Tri-26-AFB variants or 30 nM L7Ae-AFB. The cell-binding abilities of these variants were analyzed
using a flow cytometer. The data are the mean ( SD of triplicate experiments (n = 3). Mock indicates the buffer-treated cells.
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scaffold to detect target cells. Thus, we designed
and constructed a tetragon RNP nanostructure (Tetra-
RNP) that contains four L7Ae-K-turn interaction motifs
(Supporting Information Figures S12 and S13a).
EMSA assay confirmed the corresponding L7Ae-K-turn
interaction of Tetra-RNP (Supporting Information
Figure S13b), and flow cytometry analysis showed that
Tetra-AFB can bind to target SKBR3 cells in a manner
similar to Tri-AFB (Supporting Information Figure S13c).
These results indicate that Tetra-RNP in addition to
Tri-RNP recognizes the target cells selectively. While
Tetra-RNP nanostructure can bind up to four L7Ae
proteins (contains four K-turn motifs), only three of
these are in the same plane, and as a consequence, it
may have similar binding ability to Tri-RNP regardless
of the underlying RNA shape.

Constructing siRNA-Conjugated RNP Nanostructures To Control
Gene Expression. In addition to protein modules, incor-
poration of RNA modules into the RNA scaffold29,41�45

should expand the functionality of our RNP nanostruc-
tures. Thus, we investigated whether a functional small
RNA module (e.g., siRNA) could be incorporated into
the same triangular RNP scaffold for gene expression
control (Figure 5a). We designed LS-26 and Tri-26
conjugated with three siRNA strands targeting a GFP
reporter (referred to as LS-26-siGFP and Tri-26-siGFP,
respectively). The RNA nanostructure was composed of
five types of RNA strands (S-26, L-26-1, L-26-2, L-26-3,
and anti-GFP (AS)) to form three identical siRNA arms
(Supporting Information Figure S14). The siGFP mod-
ules were designed to extend perpendicularly from
each center of the three sides.We analyzed LS-26-siGFP
and Tri-26-siGFP structures in vitro using AFM and
clearly observed the nanostructures with three siGFP
modules (Figure 5b). Without L7Ae, we observed het-
erogeneous RNA structures (e.g., circular and triangular-
like RNAs) with the three siRNA strands attached on
the scaffold (Figure 5b, bottom). In contrast, with L7Ae,
we observed a conformational change. We clearly
observed the three L7Ae molecules on the three ver-
tices and three siRNA strands protruding perpendicu-
larly from each side, which confirmed the construction
of Tri-26-siGFP in vitro (Figure 5b, top).

We next investigated whether the Tri-26-siGFP was
recognized as a substrate for the dsRNA-cleaving en-
zyme Dicer. An in vitro Dicer cleavage assay showed
that Dicer efficiently cleaved Tri-26-siGFP similarly to
a control short hairpin RNAdesigned to knockdownGFP
(sh-GFP)46 (Figure 5c). These findings indicate that the
three L7Ae-K-turn indications on Tri-26-siGFP scaffold
do not inhibit Dicer activity through steric hindrance.

Finally, we tested whether the designed Tri-26-
siGFP could produce functional siRNAs and knockdown
the GFP target reporter within cells. Tri-26-siGFP, posi-
tive control sh-GFP, or LS-26-siGFP were transfected
into HeLa cells with stable GFP expression (HeLa-GFP
cells). We analyzed the GFP knockdown efficiencies in

HeLa-GFP cells using flow cytometry and fluorescent
microscopy; Tri-26-siGFP effectively repressed GFP ex-
pression depending on the siRNA module attached to
the scaffold in amanner similar to the control sh-GFP or
LS-26-siGFP (Figure 5d,e and Supporting Information
Figure S15), indicating that Tri-26-siGFP scaffold with
both protein and RNA modules can release functional
siRNA and knockdown target gene within cells. Thus,
we were able to construct and directly visualize func-
tional RNPs with protein or RNA module in an RNA
scaffold with enhanced stability and size control.

DISCUSSION

As an initial step toward generating a RNP-based
molecular machine, we designed and constructed
two functional RNP nanostructures: one includes AFB
peptides that detect a specific breast cancer cell, and
the other includes siRNA strands that knockdown the
target gene expression in cells. Importantly, we directly
visualized both the AFB and siRNAmodule-conjugated
Tri-RNP at a single-molecule resolution. We clearly
observed the three AFB molecules (58 amino acids)39

or three siRNA strands (25 base pairs) attached on the
triangular RNA scaffold (Figure 4c and Figure 5b).
Through visualizing functional RNPs at high resolution,
we provide the proof-of-concept for the RNP nano-
structures. We can evaluate the nanostructure in vitro

before it is used in practical cellular applications.
We used this nanoscale triangular structure as a basic
molecular scaffold to assemble functional modules for
the following reasons: (1) An equilateral triangle is one
of the most stable and simple geometrical structures.
(2) Three functional proteinmodules (e.g., a cell surface
recognition peptide fused to L7Ae) can be attached
to the apexes of the RNA triangle to minimize steric
hindrance between the proteins. In addition, desirable
three RNA modules (e.g., siRNA modules) could
also be attached to the three sides of the triangle,
which potentially generates amultifunctional agent for
biological applications. (3) The RNP interaction could
improve RNA nanostructure stability under physiolo-
gical conditions (Figure 3 and Supporting Information
Figure S9). (4) The modules' orientation, distance, and
functionality could be optimized by changing the
underlying triangular scaffold size. In fact, Tri-26-AFB
interacted with the target SKBR3 cells most effectively
comparedwith the other constructs, such as Tri-70-AFB
or Tri-92-AFB (Figure 4d). This result may have been
due to several possible factors, including different RNP
triangular structural stabilities on the cell surface as
observed using AFM (Figure 2a, comparison between
Tri-92 and Tri-26) or an effect of RNA scaffold size,
which may optimize the interaction between Tri-AFB
and the target SKBR3 cell surface receptors. Although
a detailed mechanism on the effect of Tri-RNP size
is currently under investigation, this result suggests
that synthetic RNA scaffolds with an optimal size could
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improve the attachedmodules' function by controlling
their number, distance, or configuration.
We generated two functional RNPs that either detect

target cells selectively or control gene expression in

cells. Although Tri-26-siGFP showed similar gene
knockdown activity compared with LS-26-siGFP, in-
creased RNA stability via the tight RNP interaction
(Figure 3) and combined functions of both the AFB

Figure 5. Construction and visualization of RNP nanostructures with RNAi activity. (a) Construction of the siRNA-conjugated
RNP nanostructure (Tri-26-siGFP). The LS-26-siGFP or Tri-26-siGFP was composed of five types of RNA (S-26, L-26-1, L-26-2,
L-26-3, and anti-GFP RNAs; see Supporting Information Figure S14). The size and sequence were based on Tri-26. The
designed RNP induces RNAi in cells. (b) AFM images of the Tri-26-siGFP (top) and LS-26-siGFP (bottom). The AFM imageswere
collected using 50 nMLS-26-siGFPwith 600 nML7Ae (top) or 50 nMLS-26-siGFP only (bottom). AFM images (100 nm� 75 nm,
left, and 500 nm� 375 nm, right). (c) In vitroDicer cleavage assay. The Dicer enzyme recognized and processed the siRNAs on
LS-26-siGFP or Tri-26-siGFP. L-1, L-26-1; L-2, L-26-2; L-3, L-26-3 strands; S, short strand; andAS, anti-GFP. Native PAGEwas used
to identify the diced products. (þ) Sample incubated with Dicer for 16 h at 37 �C; (�) sample incubated at 37 �C for 16 h in
dicing buffer without Dicer. sh-GFP was used as a positive control shRNA for Dicer processing. M indicates double-stranded
RNA marker. (d) Tri-26-siGFP gene knockdown activities inside cells. HeLa-GFPs were transfected with Tri-26-siGFP or LS-26-
siGFP. The level of GFP knockdown was measured through the GFP expression levels using flow cytometry. sh-GFP was used
as positive control shRNA for GFP knockdown. Bars and error bars represent the mean ( sd, respectively, of two triplicate
experiments (n = 6). (e) Fluorescence microscopic images of the cells analyzed in (d). The scale bar indicates 100 μm.
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peptide and siRNA modules could be useful for future
in vivo RNA delivery into target cells. Multifunctional
RNPs that can sequentially detect, invade, and control
gene expression could be designed and constructed
by inserting other modules (e.g., cell membrane-pene-
trating or endosome-escaping modules) into the RNA
scaffold.46�48

In previous studies, various RNA nanoparticles
were designed and constructed.28,29,43,49�52 However,
these RNA-only nanostructures did not contain protein
modules. In contrast, we constructed and precisely
observed protein-controllable RNA nanostructures in
which single RNA-binding protein (L7Ae) specifically
binds to the target RNA motif (K-turn) on the designed
RNA scaffold and dynamically regulates the formation

of nanostructures. Moreover, we successfully and di-
rectly visualized formation of RNA�protein nanostruc-
tures in solution by time-lapse AFM imaging.

CONCLUSION

Weconstructed anddirectly visualized functional RNP
and applied them to cellular applications, such as target
breast cancer cell recognition at its cell surface and
gene expression control inside a cell. The RNA scaffold
size and conformation were controlled through RNA-
strand and RNA-binding protein design, respectively.
We believe that the functional RNP nanostructures
constructed using this approach may be used to devel-
op molecular machines that control living cell function
in the extracellular and intracellular environments.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Molecular Design of RNP Nanostructures with Different Sizes. We

modified a previously reported molecular design protocol.31

The three-dimensional atomic model for L7Ae-box C/D K-turn
and affibodyZHER2:342 was acquired from the PDB (ID: L7Ae, 1RLG;
Affibody, 3MZW).31,39 This modified L7Ae-K-turn structural mod-
el was used to design triangular RNPs (Tri-15, Tri-26, Tri-48, Tri-70,
Tri-92, Tri-26mut1, Tri-26mut2, Tri-26mut3, Tri-AFB, and Tri-siGFP) as
follows. Three identical L7Ae-K-turn motifs were connected to
formanequilateral triangle using three linear RNAdoublehelices
(the triangular RNA includedWatson�Crickbasepairs to support
the triangular RNP nanostructures). An affibodyZHER2:342 (AFB)
molecule with a flexible linker (SSSSG)3 at the N-terminus
was fused to the L7Ae C-terminus (L7Ae-AFB). The L7Ae-AFB
proteinwas used to design Tri-AFB.We constructed Tri-siGFP in a
similar manner to a previous report.45 The RNP molecules were
designed using Discovery Studio software (Accelrys).

RNA Preparation. The DNA template, primers, and anti-GFP
RNA used herein were purchased from Greiner (see Supporting
Information Table S1). The DNA templates for in vitro transcrip-
tion were generated using PCR with KOD-Plus-Neo DNA poly-
merase (Toyobo) (see Supplementary Methods). The RNA
molecules were transcribed in vitro using a MEGAshortscript
T7 kit (Ambion). Denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) was performed to purify the transcripts. After recovering
the RNA, the RNA concentration was measured using a Nano-
Drop spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). For optical ima-
ging and flow cytometry, the RNA strands were labeled using
the ULYSIS Alexa Fluor 647 nucleic acid labeling kit (Invitrogen)
in accordance with the manufacturer's protocol.

Cell Culture. The human breast cancer cell lines SKBR3,
MCF-7, and MDA-MB-231 were acquired from the American
Type Culture Collection (ATCC). The cells were cultured using
McCoy's 5A (SKBR3) and RPMI culture media (MCF-7 and
MDA-MB-231). Both media were supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS) and either 1% penicillium-streptomycin
(SKBR3), 1% antibiotics-antimycotic solution (MCF-7), or 0.1%
gentamicin (MDA-MB-231).

Recombinant Protein Preparation. We modified the previously
reported L7Ae expression and purification protocol.31 L7Ae-AFB
was purified via its hexahistidine tag. Briefly, the pET-28b(þ)
vector (Novagen) was used to clone and express the L7Ae-
AFB protein. Escherichia coli Rosetta(DE3)/pLysS pRARE2 cells
were transformed with the pET-28b(þ) L7Ae-AFB plasmid.
Protein expression was induced by adding 1 mM isopropyl
β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), and the cells were grown
for 4 h at 37 �C. The cells were harvested through centrifuga-
tion at 4000g and 4 �C for 10 min and then resuspended in
sonication buffer (20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, 500 mM
NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, and 2.5 mM imidazole) with 2.4 U/mL
benzonase (Novagen) at 4 �C. The supernatant was purified

through nickel-chelate affinity chromatography using a HisTrap
column (GE Healthcare) with a linear gradient elution from
buffer A (20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, 500 mM NaCl, and
20 mM imidazole) to buffer B (20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0,
500 mM NaCl, and 500 mM imidazole) by AKTA system (GE
Healthcare). To remove nucleotides, the recombinant L7Ae-AFB
was washed out following elution in a buffer (20mMphosphate
buffer, pH 7.0, 500 mM NaCl, and 2.5 mM imidazole) with 0.1 N
NaOH and washed in washing buffer (20 mM phosphate buffer,
pH 7.0, 500mMNaCl, and 20mM imidazole). The eluted protein
was dialyzed against dialysis buffer (20 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.5,
150 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, and 40% glycerol) and stored at
�30 �C for future use.

Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA). Mixtureswith 0.5 μL of
each L- and S-strand RNA (final concentration, 50 nM), 2 μL of
5� RNP binding buffer (final concentration, 20 mM HEPES-KOH
(pH 7.5), 150 mM KCl, and 1.5 mM MgCl2), and 6 μL of Milli-Q
purified water were heated to 80 �C for 3 min and then cooled
at room temperature for 10min to fold the LS-RNA. After adding
1 μL of the 10� protein solution, themixtures were incubated at
room temperature for approximately 30 min to facilitate bind-
ing between the RNA and protein. The mixtures were analyzed
using a native polyacrylamide gel with 0.5� Tris/borate/EDTA
buffer at room temperature. After electrophoresis, the gels were
stained with SYBR Green I and II (Lonza) and observed using
Typhoon FLA-7000 laser scanner (GE Healthcare).

High-Speed Atomic Force Microscopy (HS-AFM). The LS-RNA and
RNP nanostructures were observed in solution. The LS-RNA or
RNP samples were prepared as described for the EMSA. The
AFM images were collected using high-speed AFM (Nano Live
Vision, Research Institute of Biomolecules Metrology Co.) and
small cantilevers with the dimensions (L � W � H) of 10 � 2 �
0.1 μm3 (BL-AC10EGS, Olympus Corporation). The cantilevers
had a spring constant of 0.1�0.2 N/mwith a resonant frequency
of 400�1000 kHz inwater. A sharp probewas deposited on each
cantilever using electron beam deposition using a Nano-
tools instrument (Munich). The 320 � 240 pixel images were
collected at the scan rate of 0.2�1.0 frames per second (fps). A
freshmica surfacewas coatedwith 0.1%APTES ((3-aminopropyl)-
triethoxysilane). The samples (50 nM LS-RNA with or without
300 nMprotein) were prepared in RNP binding buffer and diluted
10-fold with AFM observation buffer (20mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6, and
10 mM MgCl2) and then applied to the mica for 5 min at room
temperature and washed with the buffer solution. The image se-
quences were analyzed using ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/)
and WSxM (http://www.nanotech.es/products/wsxm/index.php)
software.

HS-AFM Time-Lapse Imaging of RNP Interactions and Conformations.
The time-lapse images were acquired using HS-AFM. The scan-
ning rate was 0.2 fps. A freshmica surface was coated with 0.1%
APTES. We applied LS-26 RNA diluted 10-fold with AFM
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observation buffer (final concentration: 5 nM) to the mica for 5
min at room temperature and then washed with the buffer
solution. After the mica surface was coated with LS-26 RNA, 100
nM L7Ae was directly added to begin scanning. The videos and
images were rendered to show only the molecules of interest
(Supporting Information movies S1 and S2). The timing of L7Ae
binding to the RNA depended on the image collected, although
the three L7Ae-three-K-turn interactions formed triangular
structures under the experimental conditions (Figure 2c and
Supporting Information Figure S8). To analyze the effect of the
L7Ae-K-turn interaction shown in Supporting Information Fig-
ure S8b, representative Tri-48 structures were initially used to
investigate the effect of L7Ae-AFB dissociation from Tri-48
during visualization. The image sequences were analyzed using
ImageJ and WSxM software.

Analysis of LS-RNA/Tri-RNP Stabilities in the Presence of Serum. We
used 50 nM LS-26 or 50 nM LS-26 and 300 nM L7Ae to produce
Tri-26, which were treated with fetal bovine serum (FBS)
(Figure 3) or human serum (Supporting Information Figure S9b).
We first incubated Tri-26 or LS-26 in 20% serum without adding
phenol. After incubating for a certain period of time (0, 30, 60, or
120min), we addedphenol and 10mMEDTA (pH 8.0) to inactivate
RNases in serum. The inactivationof RNasesbefore electrophoresis
protects RNA from further degradation during electrophoresis.
After electrophoresis, the gelswere stainedwith SYBRGreen I and II
and visualized using a Typhoon FLA-7000 laser scanner. Tri-26mut3

was used as a negative control for Tri-26 stability.
Flow Cytometry Analysis for the Cell Detection Assays. SKBR3, MCF-

7, and MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded on a 24-well plate and
incubated for prior to the cell recognition assay. After incuba-
tion, FBS was removed from the cell culture and the cells were
rinsed with Opti-MEM medium three times. The cells were then
treated with 10 nM Tri-26-AFB or 10 nM LS-26 for 1 h at 37 �C
under 5% CO2. We used 10 nM LS-26 and 30 nM L7Ae-AFB
to produce 10 nM Tri-26-AFB. Subsequently, the cells were
rinsed three times with Opti-MEM. We used flow cytometry
with the BD Accuri (BD Biosciences) to measure the Tri-26-AFB
cell-binding capacity. For the analysis using BD Accuri, a 675/
25 nm filter was used to detect Alexa-647-labeled LS-RNA. After
removing the dead cell population, we normalized the inter-
acting cells' relative mean intensity (au) to the 10 nM LS-RNA-
treated values.

Confocal Microscopy. SKBR3, MCF-7, and MDA-MB-231 cells
were treated with 10 nM LS-26 or Tri-26-AFB for 1 h at 37 �C
under 5% CO2. After incubation, the cells were rinsed three
times with Opti-MEM medium and stained with Hoechst 33342
(Invitrogen) for 15 min at 37 �C under 5% CO2. After incubation,
the cells were rinsed three times with Opti-MEM medium; fresh
Opti-MEM medium was then added. The samples were visua-
lized using a confocal laser scanning microscope A1R (Nikon).
For the analysis using A1R, a 450/50 nm filter and a 700/75 nm
filter were used to detect Hoechst 33342 and Alexa-647-labeled
LS-RNA, respectively.

Molecular Design of Tri-26-siGFP and In Vitro Treatment with Human
Dicer. To design Tri-26-siGFP, we prepared the LS-RNA region
composed of five types of RNAs: S-26, L-26-1, L-26-2, L-26-3,
and anti-GFP. The interaction among L-26-1, L-26-2, L-26-3,
and anti-GFP forms three siRNA duplexes that knockdown
GFP (Supporting Information Figure S14). The LS-26-siGFP and
Tri-26-siGFP size and sequence are based on Tri-26. For in vitro
Dicer cleavage assay, we mixed 500 nM LS-26-siGFP or 500 nM
LS-26-siGFP and 3μML7Ae to produce 500 nM Tri-26-siGFPwith
1 μL of 10mMATP, 0.5 μL of 50mMMgCl2, 4 μL of Dicer reaction
buffer, 1 μL of recombinant Dicer enzyme (Genlantis), andwater
(to 10μL). Themixtureswere incubated at 37 �C for 16 h, and the
incubation was arrested by adding 2 μL of Dicer stop solution.
Native PAGE gels were used to identify the dicing products.
After electrophoresis, the gels were stained with SYBR Green I
and II and observed using a Typhoon FLA-7000 laser scanner.

RNAi Assays. HeLa cells that stably express Hyg/GFP (HeLa-
GFP) were kindly provided by Dr T. Katoh and T. Suzuki (The
University of Tokyo) and used to transfect LS-26-siGFP or Tri-26-
siGFP. Hyg/EGFP gene expresses EGFP fused with a hygromycin
resistance gene. TheHeLa-GFP cells were cultured inDMEM-F12
mediumwith 10% FBS, 1% antibiotic�antimycotic solution, and

0.1% hygromycin B at 37 �C and 5% CO2. A total of 5� 104 cells
were seeded in 24-well plates, and 70�90%confluent cells were
transiently transfected with 0.25 or 1.25 pmol LS-26-siGFP (final
concentration 1 or 5 nM), 0.25 or 1.25 pmol Tri-26-siGFP (final
concentration 1 or 5 nM), 1.25 pmol LS-26-siGFP (-AS) (final
concentration 5 nM), 1.25 pmol Tri-26-siGFP (-AS) (final con-
centration 5 nM), 0.75 or 3.75 pmol sh-GFP (final concentration
3 or 15 nM), and 7.5 pmol anti-GFP (final concentration 30 nM)
for GFP using 0.52 μL of Stemfect reagent (Stemgent) following
the manufacturer's instructions. Four hours after transfection,
the culture medium was replaced with fresh medium. Twenty-
four hours after transfection, the cells were washed with Opti-
MEM medium and analyzed with fluorescence microscopy
(BIOREVO BZ-9000, KEYENCE). After the fluorescence micro-
scopic analysis, the cells were incubated in 200 μL of 0.25%
Trypsin-EDTA (GIBCO) for 3 min at 37 �C and added to 200 μL of
FACS buffer (PBS containing 5% FBS), and then the GFP expres-
sion levels were analyzed with flow cytometer BD Accuri. A
488 nm semiconductor laser and 533/30 nm filter was used for
GFP expression detection. We constructed Tri-26-siGFP by
mixing LS-26-siGFP and L7Ae at 1:3 molar ratio. For example,
we used 1 nM LS-26-siGFP and 3 nM L7Ae to produce 1 nM
Tri-26-siGFP. sh-GFP was used as positive GFP knockdown control.
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